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Modern Lunch Box
Handmade Lunchboxes for Hotels & Bars

Sustainable Non-Plastic Solutions for Environmentally Conscious Hosts
A Lunch Box for Hotels & Bars

Bowl Food Delivery in Handmade, Sustainable Lunch Boxes

Lots of lunchboxes exist. Usually to carry food in the office space or serve toddlers in school. Most of them are made of disposable or non sustainable materials.

There is only one lunchbox made specifically for Hotels and Bars.

In contrast to disposable delivery packaging made of plastic or cardboard, the MyGlassStudio Lunch Box will not disappoint guests who expect style, safety and dislike disposables.

Compared to traditional room service metal covers which are associated with "old style" hospitality service, the Modern Lunch Box design is casual but infused with a modern approach. A truly modern alternative to the "service under the bell" experience...

Surprise post-Covid age “Explorers”. with a Foodstagrammable, handmade and sustainable “lunch box” presentation.

The Modern Handmade Lunch Box is made for hotels and bars who truly care for the environment:

Food Delivery the Right Way Handmade & Sustainable

www.myglassstudio.com
A Handmade Lunch Box

Cover performs also as a second shallow side plate

Deliver a variety of foods in healthy portions
Large lunchbox: 700ml
Medium lunchbox: 550ml
Small lunchbox: 240ml

Height of the deep plate varies +0.5cm

Bowl has an uneven high edge rim

5 Colors to choose from and to mix & match
Cream  Pink  Gray  Mint  Leather Brown

Comes with a black elastic strap for closure
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Modern Lunch Box
Technical Characteristics

- Dishwasher Safe
- Ultra-Durable
- Oven-Safe with Heat Retention
- Non Toxic - Lead & Cadmium Free Colors
- Colors Will Never Peel Off
- Weight is Equal or Less to that of Ceramics
- Resistant to Cutlery - Toughened Glass Surface
- Citric Acid Resistant Colors
Modern Lunch Box
Solutions for the Post-Covid World & Beyond
by MyGlassStudio
Modern Lunch Box

**Small**
Small Lunchbox with Cover
Dimensions: 11cm/4.3in
Height: 5.5cm/2.2in
Capacity: 240ml/8.1oz
Weight: 270gr/0.6lbs
Code: S5-C2-05

**Medium**
Medium Lunchbox with Cover
Dimensions: 15.3cm/6in
Height: 4.5cm/1.8in
Capacity: 550ml/18.6oz
Weight: 600gr/1.3lbs
Code: S5-C2-07

**Large**
Large Lunchbox with Cover
Dimensions: 19.5cm/7.7in
Height: 5cm/2in
Capacity: 700ml/23.7oz
Weight: 900gr/2lbs
Code: S5-C2-03
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Defeat Covid-19
Large Lunchbox

19.5cm / 7.7in, Height: 5cm / 2in, Capacity: 700ml / 23.7oz

Serve pasta, chicken wings, veggie wraps and Pad Thai in the large modern lunch box. The covered plate set includes a deep plate in white and a colored cover wrapped with an elastic black band. A covered lunchbox design that will protect the meal without compromising the dining experience! Actually it enhances it! The plate cover is also a great appetizer plate for prawns or summer rolls.

Large Lunch Box
Medium Lunchbox

15.3cm / 6in, Height: 4.5cm / 1.8in, Capacity: 550ml / 18.6oz

The medium modern lunch box design with elastic band is ideal to serve desserts, small appetizers and side dishes such as a portion of rice or french fries. The covered plate set includes a deep plate in white and a colored cover wrapped with an elastic black band. The plate cover can also be used as side plate to the main meal.
Small Lunchbox

11cm / 4.3in, Height: 5.5cm / 2.2in, Capacity: 240ml / 8.1oz

The small modern lunch box design with elastic band is perfect to serve amuse soups or desserts, such as ice cream or brownies. This set of bowl with cover includes a deep side dish plate in white and a colored cover wrapped with an elastic black band. It can be used in the bar as an olive dish or nut bowl or in the buffet as a tasting plate with lid. The plate cover can be used as a side plate or mini appetizer plate.
The tiffin can be used as a tray for use in restaurants or bars together with the large lunch box. Two or three large lunch boxes can be served tiered with their cover. You can serve the appetizer in the top tier and the main in the bottom.

The leather tiffin grants versatility in the modern lunchbox layout, allowing its use in many hotel outlets, such as a room service tray to place 2 or 3 modern lunchboxes, again showcasing appetizer, main and dessert in three tiers.

20x12cm / 7.9x4.7in, Height: 34cm / 13.4in, Weight 140gr / 0.3lbs
The Leather Tiffin Carrier

Tiffin Carrier & Modern Lunchbox

20x12cm / 7.9x4.7in, Height: 34cm / 13.4in, Weight 140gr / 0.3lbs
Code: RP-90-47
Weight together with 3 Lunchboxes: 2.8kg / 6.2lbs

The tiffin carrier is made of black leather. It can be used for 2 or 3 large lunchboxes (code SS-C2-03) tiered together with their cover. Deliver the meal in a unique way to resort villas as a “knock and drop” or as a picnic basket to guests for their day out at the beach. It is also a great solution for bars and lounges to deliver small appetizers, finger food, snacks or even modern afternoon tea service.
Low Bowls for Bowl Food

High edge bowls are perfect for bowl food. And bowl food is all about comfort. And if you need a plate, just use the lid.

Large lunchbox with red curry. Medium lunchbox with portion of rice

Large lunch box with ramen

Large lunch box with okonomiyaki

Medium lunch box with shrimp summer rolls
The Testimonials

What do our clients think

“Glass Studio’s ideas are amongst the most original that I have ever commissioned. They blend inspiration with craftsmanship in the most unique way…”

Kristoffer Luczak,
Past: VP F&B, COD, Macau
Executive VP F&B, Wynn Macau, Wynn Palace

“Every time I’ve done custom work with Glass Studio, the guests have been blown away. I love the quality of their work and their design flexibility!”

Sebastien Silvestri
Past: SVP of F&B, SBE Las Vegas
CEO The Dinex Group - Daniel Boulud

“MyGlassStudio offers creativity and a real flair for design. We have worked with them for many years and they never fail to deliver a fantastic product.”

Mark Askew,
Past: Gordon Ramsay’s Group Executive Chef
Director at The Ivy Collection